Abstract—Prior studies show that repairing partially corrupted packets, instead of retransmitting them in their entirety, holds potential in improving the performance of 802.11 networks. However, the efficiency of existing packet recovery approaches is severely limited by various overhead associated to redundant transmission and repeated channel contention. In this paper, we propose CodeRepair, a practical coding-based protocol that recovers partially corrupted 802.11 packets without these pains. The design of CodeRepair is based on two novel ideas. First, CodeRepair pushes the limit of 802.11 PHY to piggyback parities in the padded bits of OFDM, obviating the need of transmitting extra information for error correction. Second, CodeRepair corrects errors at the PHY layer, which is significantly more efficient than traditional link-layer approaches. This is due to the fact that a single coded bit usually affects the decoding of a group of data bits in 802.11 convolutional code. As a result, CodeRepair can salvage a partially corrupted packet by correcting a small number of erroneous coded bits using the padded parities. To reduce computational cost of error recovery, CodeRepair employs single parity code for correcting coded bit errors. We propose several techniques to augment the error correcting capability of single parity code without compromising its computation efficiency. Our evaluation shows that CodeRepair recovers an average of 34% partially corrupted packets, and improves the end-to-end link goodput by 59% on lossy 802.11 links.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the fast increase of PHY data rate, wireless networks have not seen a commensurate performance improvement [14], especially in challenging environments where wireless links suffer poor reliability caused by time-varying interference and channel fading conditions. For instance, a recent measurement conducted on VanLAN—a testbed of connected buses deployed in the Bay Area—show that wireless links between moving buses and base stations are extremely lossy, and the transport layer suffers a loss ratio up to 10%, even in the presence of link layer error recovery mechanisms [15]. Measurements on off-the-shelf Wi-Fi devices show that about 40% of received packets are partially corrupted when the receiver is moving at walking speed [12].

Prior studies showed that repairing partially corrupted packets, instead of retransmitting them in their entirety, holds substantial potential in improving wireless network reliability [24] [12] [11] [10] [23]. However, the existing packet recovery solutions often impede system throughput due to their high overhead. For example, cooperative protocols [5] [13] [16] [22] need to coordinate multiple receivers over the wired backbone for correcting bit errors. The protocols based on forward error correction (FEC) codes [12] [23] and selective retransmission [24] [11] [10] entail extra bandwidth consumption for transmitting error correction codes or retransmitting parts of the packet.

In this paper, we propose CodeRepair, a practical system that recovers partially corrupted packets in 802.11 networks without the above pains. CodeRepair achieves this goal by integrating two key novel designs. First, CodeRepair pushes the limit of 802.11 PHY to piggyback a small number of parities without incurring extra transmission overhead. This is realized by exploiting the padding bits in OFDM, which is adopted by current 802.11a/g/n standards. Each OFDM symbol carries tens to hundreds of bits, depending on the modulation rate. When the packet size is not an integral number of OFDM symbols, the sender has to pad rubbish bits to fill the last OFDM symbol. CodeRepair salvages these padded bits to carry parity bits, obviating the need of sending redundant information for error correction. Second, to augment the error correction capability of padded parities, CodeRepair performs error recovery at the PHY layer, which represents a paradigm shift from exiting FEC-based link layer approaches [12] [23]. Our key insight is that a single coded bit usually affects the decoding of a group of data bits, due to the use of convolutional code in 802.11. Therefore, correcting a single coded bit may improve the success rate of decoding multiple data bits. As a result, CodeRepair can salvage a data packet with many errors by correcting a small number of erroneous coded bits using the padded parities.

The key challenge of realizing the above ideas in 802.11 PHY is to minimize the complexity of error correction and packet recovery. This is particularly crucial due to the delay sensitive nature of 802.11 PHY. For example, the receiver must complete packet recovery within the short inter-frame space (SIFS) defined by 802.11, which is only 10μs in 802.11g. To meet the stringent timing constraints of 802.11 PHY, the computational cost of packet recovery needs to be minimized. To this end, CodeRepair employs the single parity code (SPC), a simple error detection code, for correcting coded bit errors. To improve the error correcting capability of SPC, we propose a novel design which integrates several simple yet effective techniques, including code reversing, selective re-decoding, and parity sampling rate optimization, to augment SPC into a highly efficient outer FEC atop the conventional channel codes without compromising its computation simplicity.
We implemented CodeRepair in USRP/GNURadio platform, and extensively evaluated its error correcting efficiency, as well as the impact on end-to-end link performance. We show that CodeRepair recovers an average of 34% erroneous packets, and improves the goodput by 59% on lossy links. Although we primarily focus on 802.11 networks in this paper, the design of CodeRepair can be applied to other OFDM-based radio technologies, such as LTE and ultra-wideband (UWB). Moreover, the augmented SPC can be used as an efficient outer code to improve the performance of channel coding in other delay sensitive environments.

II. RELATED WORK

Corrupted packet recovery for 802.11. Traditionally, 802.11 recovers corrupted packets using link layer protocols. Selective retransmission based protocols [11] [10] reduce packet recovery overhead by only retransmitting the bits that are likely to be wrong. Similarly, Zhang et al. [24] propose μACK, which sends ACKs for every few symbols on a separate feedback channel to enable in-frame recovery. Other protocols, such as ZipTx [12], use link layer FEC to correct bit errors. Unite [23] combines selective retransmission and link layer FECs to minimize error recovery overhead. Leveraging the broadcast nature of wireless channel, cooperative protocols [5] [13] [16] [22] coordinate multiple receivers that hear the same transmission to correct packet errors. However, the efficiency of these approaches is severely limited by the high error recovery overhead, which includes the costs of coordinating multiple receivers, extra bandwidth consumption for sending redundancy information, and the channel access overhead during retransmissions. In comparison, CodeRepair avoids these overhead and explores the efficiency of PHY packet recovery. Moreover, CodeRepair can be integrated with link layer protocols to improve their performance.

Hybrid ARQ and rateless code. 4G wireless standard uses hybrid ARQ for correcting corrupted packets. In hybrid ARQ, data is first encoded using a low-rate mother code, and then in each round of (re)transmission the coded block is punctured (i.e., only a fraction of the coded bits are chosen) and transmitted, until the packet is successfully decoded or all coded bits are sent. However, if bit errors cannot be completely corrected after sending all codes, a new round of retransmission will be triggered, which causes bandwidth waste just like link layer retransmissions. Moreover, hybrid ARQ only works when the retransmitting channel code is rate-compatible [7]. Unfortunately, 802.11 convolutional code is not rate-compatible [20]. Thus realizing hybrid ARQ in 802.11 requires non-trivial modifications in the default encoder. To optimize link performance under time-varying channel conditions, recent work [6] [17] propose to use rateless code to automatically achieve the optimal transmission rate. However, realizing rateless codes requires significant modifications to the current 802.11 PHY. Moreover, decoding rateless codes incurs multiple rounds of extensive computations [17].

Both hybrid ARQ and rateless codes require a stateful PHY, where the decoder has to buffer the coded bits for all ongoing packets until they are successfully decoded. While stateful PHY is employed in cellular networks where a centralized controller schedule all transmissions, it is prohibitively expensive in the unlicensed band, where senders compete with each other for channel access. Since packets from other senders may arrive before the ongoing packet is successfully decoded, it is extremely difficult to maintain packet status at the PHY layer. As a result, 802.11 adopts a stateless PHY where encodings of packets are independent of each other.

Turbo code. CodeRepair uses padded parities as an outer FEC atop of channel code. This structure is similar to that of Turbo code. However, a key feature of CodeRepair is its extremely low overhead. Turbo code parallel y concatenates two FECs, and relies on iterative decoding to reduce error rate. This requires not only significant modifications to the structure of 802.11 encoder, but also extensive computations at the decoder. In comparison, CodeRepair piggybacks the parities of outer code in the padded bits of 802.11 packets, without modifying the default encoder or transmitting extra bits. Moreover, existing FECs typically requires substantial computations for decoding, which will degrade the efficiency of 802.11 PHY. CodeRepair augments the single parity code for error recovery, of which the incurred computational overhead is only 2% to 7% to that of channel decoders. These features make it feasible to incorporate CodeRepair into existing 802.11 standards.

III. BACKGROUND ON 802.11 PHY

In this section, we introduce the background of 802.11 PHY that is necessary for understanding our approach.

A. Convolutional Code

A rate-\(m/n\) convolutional code transforms each \(m\)-bit message into \(n\)-bit codeword. Coded bits are computed based on the current and last \(k\) bits using pre-defined generator polynomials, where \(k\) is referred to as constraint length. The state of the encoder is defined by the values of last \(k\) bits. Tab. I shows an example of a rate-1/2 convolutional code with \(k = 2\). The two generator polynomials are \(c_1 = b_0 \oplus b_1 \oplus b_2\), and \(c_2 = b_0 \oplus b_2\), where \(b_0\) is the current bit, \(b_1 b_2\) represents the encoder state. The transition table describes how an input bit triggers a state transition inside the encoder, and the output table gives the computation results of generator polynomials. In 802.11, a rate-1/2 code with \(k = 6\) is employed as mother code. Higher coding rate can be achieved by puncturing certain coded bits before transmission. For each bit \(bi\), a codeword of two bits is computed using the following generator polynomials,

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_{2i} &= b_i \oplus b_{i-2} \oplus b_{i-3} \oplus b_{i-5} \oplus b_{i-6}, \\
    c_{2i+1} &= b_i \oplus b_{i-1} \oplus b_{i-2} \oplus b_{i-3} \oplus b_{i-6},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(b_{i-k}\) is the bit of round \(i - k\), and \(b_{i-k} = 0\) if \(i < k\).

Fig. 1 shows the process of convolutional encoding using the code given in Tab. I. PATH-1 and PATH-2 show the traces of state transitions when encoding the messages of 00000 and 11010. The goal of decoding is to find the most likely path on the trellis that yields the coded bit sequence...
of minimum cost to the received sequence, where the cost is commonly computed using Hamming distance. For example, given a received coded bit sequence of 0100000100, the costs of PATH-1 and PATH-2 are 2 and 5, respectively. In this case, PATH-1 is more likely the correct path.

### B. Bit Padding

In OFDM-based wireless systems, when packet size is not an integral multiple of the number of bits carried by an OFDM symbol, rubbish bits will be padded at packet tail to fill the last OFDM symbol. In 802.11, each OFDM symbol carry a total of 24 to 320 data bits, depending on the modulation and channel coding schemes. Let \( n \) be the number of data bits carried by each OFDM symbol. A \( k \)-bit packet consists of \( \lceil \frac{k}{n} \rceil \) OFDM symbols. The number of padded bits can be calculated as \( n \times \lceil \frac{k}{n} \rceil - k \).

### IV. A Motivation Example

Our approach is driven by the hypothesis that recovering corrupted 802.11 packets at the PHY layer requires significantly less redundancy than that required by link layer protocols. The intuition behind is that, by correcting an erroneous coded bit, we can affect the decoding of a sequence of surrounding data bits, leading to higher error correction efficiency. In the following, we demonstrate this intuition using an example based on the code defined in Tab. I.

Tab. II gives an example where a correcting one coded bit recovers 4 data bits. The first three columns show transmitted bits, transmitted and received coded bits, respectively. For PATH-1 and PATH-2, the table shows the 2-bit codeword expected by the path, along with the decoding output and the costs accumulated on the path. Assuming a 4-bit message ‘0000’ is transmitted using the code defined in Tab. I, the transmitted and received coded bits are ‘00000000’ and ‘10011000’, respectively. Tab. II shows the case where the decoder compares the costs of the correct path (PATH-1) and a faulty path of 4 bit errors (PATH-2). As the accumulated costs of PATH-1 and PATH-2 are 3 and 2, the decoder will eliminate PATH-1, causing 4 bit errors in decoding output. In this example, correcting one of coded bit errors will reduce the cost of PATH-1 to 2, and increase the cost of PATH-2 to 3, reviving PATH-1 and correcting 4 bit errors.

### V. Challenges and System Overview

Realizing the idea of PHY packet recovery in 802.11 raises two practical challenges.

*Maintaining communication efficiency.* Recent studies [14] [24] show that the channel contention cost of 802.11 can easily offset the spectrum efficiency of high-rate PHY. To minimize communication overhead, an efficient packet recovery solution should avoid retransmissions whenever it is possible.

*Minimizing computational overhead.* 802.11 PHY is delay-sensitive. If a sender does not receive an ACK within the window of SIFS (10 \( \mu \)s in 802.11g), it will consider the packet lost and trigger a retransmission. PHY packet recovery requires an extra round of decoding to correct coded bits, leading to higher delay. This delay depends on the complexity of the FEC used for error correction, and must be minimized to meet the stringent 802.11 timing constraints.

To address the above challenges, we propose CodeRepair, a practical PHY packet recovery protocol for 802.11. CodeRepair pushes the limit of 802.11 PHY to piggyback a small number of parities on the padded bits of OFDM, therefore avoiding extra communication overhead. During error correction, CodeRepair receiver first uses piggybacked parities to correct a subset of received coded bits, and then re-decodes to recover the a the packet without triggering retransmissions.

CodeRepair is designed to be highly computational efficient. To this end, we employ single parity code (SPC) — a simple error detection code — for coded bits recovery. To augment SPC for error correction, CodeRepair integrates three techniques including *code reversing, selective re-decoding*, and *parity optimization*, to turn SPC into an efficient outer code atop 802.11 convolutional code without compromising SPC’s computation simplicity. CodeRepair can be integrated with other FECs to achieve better error correcting performance, although this comes at the cost of increased complexity.

We now give an overview on the working flow of CodeRepair. On the sender side, CodeRepair generates a small number of parities, where each parity is the modulo-2 sum of some randomly selected coded bits. The parities are then piggybacked by the padded bits of 802.11. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of
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**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Output ((c_1, c_2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b_1 = 0), (b_2 = 0)</td>
<td>(b_1 = 0), (b_2 = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b_1 = 0), (b_2 = 1)</td>
<td>(b_1 = 1), (b_2 = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b_1 = 1), (b_2 = 0)</td>
<td>(b_1 = 0), (b_2 = 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATH-1</th>
<th>PATH-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx, Rx</td>
<td>Tx, Rx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Illustration of convolutional encoding using the code defined in Tab. I. Each branch is labeled by the input bit that triggers the transition, along with the output codeword.
Specifically, for two independent binary variables,.

\[
\phi(a) = \text{sgn}(a) \cdot \sgn(\phi(b)) \cdot \left( \min(|\phi(a)|, |\phi(b)|) - c \right),
\]

where \(\text{sgn}(a)\) is the sign of \(a\), and \(c\) can be approximated using a constant while incurring only a negligible loss in accuracy [4]. Following the Bayes’ rule, we can use the received parity \(q\) to update the LLR of \(y_i\) as follows,

\[
\phi(y_i|s, q) = \phi(y_i|s) + \phi(y_i|q) = \phi(y_i|s) + \phi(y_i \oplus u|s),
\]

where \(u = q \oplus y_1 \oplus \ldots \oplus y_n\).

**Deficiency in error correction.** Despite its computation efficiency, SPC is rarely used as an error correcting code. As an error detection code, SPC only detects odd number of errors, and cannot identify the positions of erroneous bits. When there is odd number of errors, \(\text{sgn}(\phi(y_i|q)) = -\text{sgn}(\phi(y_i|s))\). In this case, the SPC decoder trades off the accuracy of correct coded bits to recover erroneous ones. When there is even number of errors, we have \(\text{sgn}(\phi(y_i|q)) = \text{sgn}(\phi(y_i|s))\). In this case, the parity has no contribution to error correction. In Section VI-C, we will address this inherent deficiency of SPC, enabling it to recover coded bits while preserving its computation simplicity.

**B. CodeRepair Sender**

On the sender side, CodeRepair employs SPC to encode the coded bits of 802.11 packet into parities. Each parity randomly samples a group of coded bits, which are selected based on a pseudo-random number sequence generated offline. The sender and receiver share this sequence during SPC encoding and decoding. CodeRepair sender piggybacks parities on the padded bits of 802.11 (see Section III-B), allowing the receiver to correct corrupted packets without triggering retransmissions or consuming extra bandwidth.

Fig. 3(a) shows the number of padded bits measured in two data traces of real-life 802.11 networks. SIGCOMM [18] is a publicly available packet trace collected in WLANs of hundreds of users attending SIGCOMM 2008. The trace named Home is collected by ourselves in an apartment from an 802.11n WLAN. We observe plenty of padded bits in both traces. The average numbers of padded bits per packet are 83 and 157 SIGCOMM and Home, respectively. Fig. 3(b) further studies the impact of bit rate using the SIGCOMM trace. As shown in the figure, packets transmitted at high bit rates contain more padded bits. Denote \(n_{data}\) as the number of bits carried by one OFDM symbol. \(n_{data}\) increases with data rates. Assuming the packet size is randomly distributed, the average number of padded bits is \(n_{data}/2\). In 802.11n and 802.11ac, padded bits can be even more substantial.

**C. CodeRepair Receiver**

At the receiver, CodeRepair utilizes the padded parities to recover coded bits, and then re-decodes to correct corrupted packets. To address the deficiency of SPC, CodeRepair optimizes the sampling rate of parities to maximize their utilities (see Section VI-D). Meanwhile, CodeRepair receiver uses two techniques called code reversing and selective re-decoding to augment SPC decoder. In the following, we explain how these
techniques are integrated together, and then describe code reversing and selective re-decoding in detail.

**Basic idea of augmenting SPC decoding.** At the very high-level, CodeRepair employs SPC to correct coded bit errors. Due to the deficiency discussed in Section VI-A, SPC decoding may decrease the estimation accuracy of correct coded bits. CodeRepair suppresses this side effect through selective re-decoding. Specifically, by evaluating the decoding confidence, CodeRepair receiver first identifies a group of gray blocks that are likely to contain decoding errors. We denote the coded bits located in gray blocks as *gray codes*. Then the receiver performs code reversing, which exploits decoded bits of high confidence to recover non-gray codes. By optimizing the sampling rate of parities (as discussed in Section VI-D), we can maximize the chance at which each parity samples one gray code. As a result, the estimation error of the sampled gray code will be reduced after SPC decoding. However, as shown in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the accuracy of non-gray codes will be traded off. This side-effect is suppressed using selective re-decoding, where only the gray blocks are re-decoded to correct decoding errors.

**Code reversing.** The goal of code reversing is to recover non-gray codes through *soft* re-encoding data bits using their decoding confidence. The intuition behind is straightforward. Considering the case when a packet is decoded correctly, a simple method to correct all coded bit errors is to re-encode the packet. Specifically, to reverse a codeword \( y_{2i}/y_{2i+1} \), we take Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), and then follow the Bayes’ rule to sum the results with \( \phi(y_{2i+1}|s) \) and \( \phi(y_{2i+1}|s) \) to update the estimation.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of code reversing. The transmitted packet consists of all zero bits. Based on Eq. (1), transmitted coded bits are all zeros too. Thus a negative LLR indicates a coded bit error. Each gray point in the figure denotes a codeword that contains at least one gray code. As shown Fig. 4, code reversing significantly reduces errors in non-gray codes. However, we note that simply re-decoding using the reversed codes will not correct most decoding errors because code reversing cannot recover errors in gray codes, which are the root causes of decoding errors.

**Code coloring and selective re-decoding.** In each corrupted packet, CodeRepair receiver identifies a group of gray blocks and then re-decodes them after coded bits recovery. Specifically, the receiver colors the \( i \)-th codeword as gray, if there exists a bit \( b_j \) at position \( j \), such that \( |j-i| \leq k \) and \( |\phi(b_j)| \leq T \), where \( k = 6 \) is the constraint length of 802.11 convolutional code, and \( T \) is a pre-defined threshold on decoding confidence. This coloring scheme is motivated by the principle of 802.11 convolutional decoding, i.e., an erroneous codeword may affect the decoding of all the bits located within a distance of constraint length. Once the gray blocks are identified, the receiver calls the default channel decoder to re-decode using recovered gray codes for error correction. To choose \( T \) for CodeRepair, we conduct an empirical measurement on a testbed of 10 USRP links to find the minimum confidence that includes all bit errors for 95% packets.

**D. Parity Sampling Rate Optimization**

To assure that SPC decoding will improve the estimation accuracy of gray codes, CodeRepair tunes the sampling rate of parities to maximize the probability at which each parity samples one gray code. Therefore all reversed non-gray codes sampled by the same parity will contribute to recover the gray code during SPC decoding.

Let \( \gamma_g \) be the ratio of gray codes, and \( n \) be the number of coded bits sampled by each parity. Denote \( P(n, \gamma_g) \) as the probability where one gray code is sampled by a parity, we have,

\[
P(n, \gamma_g) = n \times \gamma_g \times (1-\gamma_g)^{n-1},
\]

Our goal is to find \( n \), such that,

\[
n_{opt} = \arg \max \left\{ P(n, \gamma_g) \right\} = \frac{-1}{1-\log \gamma_g}.
\]

To optimize \( n \), a rigorous approach would be to measure the probabilistic distribution of \( \gamma_g \) at runtime, and then maximize the expectation of Eq. (5) accordingly. Unfortunately, this may significantly complicate the design of PHY. We address this problem using an empirical approach to profile the distribution of \( \gamma_g \) offline, and then compute \( n_{opt} \) using Eq. 5. In our measurement, we observe that the distributions of gray code ratio varies for packet of different sizes. Corrupted packets of larger size have a higher gray code ratio. To address this issue, we profile different \( n_{opt} \) for different packet lengths.
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present an analytical study to verify the efficiency of PHY packet recovery based on Shannon’s random code [19]. We characterize the efficiency by metric γ, which is defined as the expected number of bit errors reduced by correcting one coded bit error.

We begin with a brief introduction on the background of random code. At the encoder, a message is first divided into n-bit blocks. Then each block is encoded into a m-bit codeword based on the random mapping defined in a codebook, which is shared by both sender and receiver. The above code is denoted as (n,m)-code, where n/m is the coding rate.

Assuming that a m-bit codeword is received with ε errors, the received codeword defines a set \( A^e \), in which the Hamming distances from all codewords to the received one is less than ε. The size of \( A^e \) is,

\[
|A^e| = \binom{m}{0} + \binom{m}{1} + \ldots + \binom{m}{\epsilon}
\]

If at least one of the codewords in \( A^e \) is selected to encode a block, the transmitted block will be eliminated during decoding, causing decoding errors\(^1\). Assuming that \( m \) is reasonably large so that \( \epsilon < 2^m \), the probability of correct decoding can be computed as,

\[
P(\epsilon) = |A^e|^{-1}
\]

Given that the block is decoded with errors, to correct the block, number of coded bits needed to correct is,

\[
\sum_{0 < k < \epsilon} \frac{(\epsilon - k)(P(k) - P(k + 1))}{1 - P(\epsilon)} = \frac{\epsilon - \sum_{0 < k < \epsilon} P(k)}{1 - P(\epsilon)}
\]

Because of random coding, an erroneous n-bit block contains an average of n/2 bit errors. Thus \( \gamma \) can be derived as,

\[
\gamma = \sum_{0 < \epsilon < m} \rho(\epsilon) \times \frac{n}{2} \times \frac{1 - P(\epsilon)}{\epsilon - \sum_{0 < k < \epsilon} P(k)}
\]

where \( \rho(\cdot) \) is the probability of having \( \epsilon \) coded bit errors in a m-bit codeword. For binary symmetric channel (BSC) and AWGN channel, coded bit errors occur independently of each other. Thus \( \epsilon \) follows binomial distribution, i.e., \( \epsilon \sim B(m, \beta) \), where \( \beta \) is the coded bit error rate.

Fig. 5 plots Eq. (6) for four random codes of different block lengths over binary symmetric channels. As shown in the figure, correcting one coded bits reduces a large number of bit errors. Moreover, we find that PHY packet recovery is particularly efficient when the block length of code is large or the coded bit error rate is low. This result suggests that real-life wireless networks will benefit from PHY packet recovery for two reasons. First, as a common practice, real-life wireless networks usually employ channel codes of large block length for improving the resistance to transmission errors. As an example, the block length of LDPC employed in 802.11n ranges from 648 to 1944. Second, coded bit error rate observed in real-life wireless networks is typically low due to the effect of bit rate adaptation, which optimizes the modulation to minimize transmission errors under time-varying channel conditions.

VIII. EVALUATION

We prototype CodeRepair in an 802.11 like PHY atop the OFDM modules of GNURadio/USRP platform. The PHY implements 802.11 compliant operations, including scrambling, interleaving, convolutional coding and decoding. We employ BCJR [1], a widely adopted algorithm for maximum a posteriori decoding of 802.11 convolutional code. The decoder takes demodulated symbols as input, converts complex symbols on constellation to soft coded bits using a soft-output demapper [21], and then performs soft-in soft-out decoding. CodeRepair is integrated with BCJR following the structure shown in Fig. 2.

Our evaluation centers around three aspects. (1) How efficiently can CodeRepair recover corrupted packets? (2) What is the impact of CodeRepair on the link-layer of 802.11 with transmission rate adaptation? and (3) How much is the decoding overhead of CodeRepair?

A. Efficiency of Error Correction

**Experiment settings.** We evaluate the error correction performance of CodeRepair on a testbed of 10 USRP links deployed in an office building. Each link consists of two USRP nodes. Without loss of generality, we evaluate CodeRepair atop the rate-1/2 802.11 convolutional code, using BPSK modulation. Our experiments are conducted on a 4MHz channel centered at 5 GHz. We observe that the USRP links exhibit substantially different channel conditions. The average BER ranges from 0.06% to 5.37%. Our trace-driven emulation discussed in Section VIII-B will evaluate CodeRepair performance under other bit rates, on a 20MHz channel trace collected using production 802.11n NICs.

Our evaluation focuses on the efficiency of coded bits recovery and partial packet correction of CodeRepair. A key factor that affects error correction performance is the number of padded parities, which depends on the packet size and bit rate. In real networks, packet size may follow different...
in probabilistic distributions depending on the network traffic. In the following, we conduct controlled experiments to study the effect of the number of parity bits on CodeRepair performance. Specifically, we use a fixed packet size of 420 bytes, where the first 400 bytes are used for carrying data bits, and the last 20 bytes carrying parities. At the receiver, we tune the number of parities used for error correction to study the effects on error correction performance. In Section VIII-B, we will evaluate CodeRepair using real-life network traffic of different packet length distributions.

Coded bits recovery. We now evaluate the performance of coded bits recovery described in Section VI-C. In particular, CodeRepair first performs code reversing to recover non-gray codes, and then conducts SPC decoding described in Section VI-A to correct gray codes. We measure the performance by transmitting 1000 packets on each USRP link. Fig. 7 show the distribution of coded bit error rate for non-gray codes before and after code reversing. The results are measured using total 13872 corrupted packets logged in our testbed. We observe that code reversing recovers a significant amount of gray codes. Specifically, the average error rate is reduced from 4.4% to 0.2%.

Leveraging the low error rate of recovered non-gray codes, CodeRepair further conducts SPC decoding using parities to correct errors in gray codes. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of coded bit error rate for gray codes before and after SPC decoding using 32 and 96 parities. In particular, using 32 parities, CodeRepair reduces gray code error rates at the 25th and 75th percentile from 7.1% and 12.5% to 2.8% and 10.2%, respectively. Using 96 parities, the error rate at the 25th percentile is further reduced to 1.2%. Although the error reduction is not substantial, correcting a small number of gray code errors has significant impact on packet recovery because one coded bit affects the decoding of a group of data bits (see Section IV). In the following, we will evaluate the effect of coded bits recovery on correcting partial packets.

Partial packet recovery. To validate the packet recovery efficiency of CodeRepair, we compare its performance with link-RS, which uses the Reed-Solomon (RS) code of 8-bit symbols at the link layer to correct bit errors. RS code is efficient in correcting the burst bit errors which are common in 802.11 packet, and is widely adopted in previous work [12].

Fig. 6(a) compares the packet recovery performance of CodeRepair and link-RS when using the same number of parities. We observe that CodeRepair performs similarly with link layer RS code when using 64, 96, and 128 parities. However, when the number of parities is limited, CodeRepair significantly outperforms link-RS. Specifically, using only 16 parities, CodeRepair recovers 20.2% partial packets, while link layer RS code only recovers 6.6%. This is because CodeRepair is able to leverage the efficiency of PHY packet recovery (demonstrated in Section IV), where correcting one coded bit improves the decoding success rate of a group of data bits.

Fig. 6(b) shows the packet recovery performance of CodeRepair under different numbers of bit errors. We observe that when using 128 parities, CodeRepair performs similarly with link layer RS code. However, decoding RS code incurs much higher computation overhead than CodeRepair. Moreover, when using 16 parities, CodeRepair significantly outperforms RS code in recovering packets of small number of bit errors. Link layer RS code can correct only one error byte using 16 parities. When bit errors are distributed in different bytes, RS code fails to recover the packet. In comparison, CodeRepair first corrects a small number with coded bit errors, and then leverages the efficiency of PHY packet recovery to correct more bit errors. Previous studies [2] [12] show that bit error rate observed in production 802.11 NIC is very low due to the effect of bit rate adaptation. The result shown in Fig. 6(b) suggests that CodeRepair will be more efficient than link layer FECs in real 802.11 networks.

Fig. 8. Error rate of gray-codes before and after SPC decoding.
In this section, we evaluate the impact of CodeRepair on the link layer performance of 802.11 networks. Due to processing delay, USRP cannot support full-featured link-layer protocols (e.g., real-time rate adaptation). Therefore, we turn to trace-driven emulations to evaluate the end-to-end link performance gain of CodeRepair. To collect fine-grained channel trace, we employ the tool introduced in [9] to sample channel state information (CSI) on a 20 MHz channel using a link of two Intel 802.11n NICs. During trace collection, the sender transmits UDP packets at a speed of 2,000 packets/second. Meanwhile, the receiver moves around the sender at normal walking speed. Total 10-minute trace was collected. We then run our implementations of CodeRepair and the 802.11 like PHY over this channel trace to measure the end-to-end performance. We observe that the SNR during trace collection ranges from 3dB to 20dB. The signal experiences diverse multipath fadings. The maximum difference between subcarrier SNRs ranges from 5 dB to 22dB.

Evaluation settings. To adapt bit rate over time-varying channel, we employ the algorithm proposed in [8], where the transmitter tunes its bit rate based on the effective SNR measured using receiver ACKs. We implemented a binary exponential backoff algorithm where the transmitter doubles its backoff window whenever a packet loss is detected. According to 802.11, the maximum retry limit is set to 6, and the minimum contention window is set to 15.

We compare the performance of CodeRepair with two baselines, including 802.11 and a link layer FEC based scheme, which employs the RS code used in Fig. 6 and piggybacks parities in the padded bits of 802.11 packets. By comparing CodeRepair with link layer RS code, our goal is to demonstrate the advantages of recovering partial packets at the PHY layer. We note that realizing the link layer RS code is very challenging. Recent study [2] shows that a software RS decoder incurs a large processing delay, which cannot meet the timing constraint of 802.11. In addition, RS decoding incurs much higher computational overhead than CodeRepair. Implementing RS decoding in firmware will significantly increase the implementation cost.

A key factor that affects CodeRepair efficiency is the number of padded parities, which depends on the packet size and bit rate. In our evaluation, we study CodeRepair performance using three packet size distributions, including Random, SIGCOMM and Home. In Random, packet size is randomly chosen between 16 bytes and 1580 bytes, which is the maximum size of 802.11 packet. In SIGCOMM [18] and Home, we replay the packet trace collected in real-life 802.11 networks to improve the realism of our evaluation.

Evaluation results. Our evaluation focuses on three link layer metrics, including the packet loss rate, goodput, and packet delay. Higher layer factors, such as TCP reactions, affect how this link layer performance translates to real system throughput.

Fig. 9 compares the packet loss rates of 802.11, CodeRepair, and link layer RS code. We observe that CodeRepair yields the lowest packet loss rate in all packet traces. Specifically, the average packet loss rate of 802.11 in the three packet traces is 32%, which is similar to the result measured in mobile channels using production NICs [12]. CodeRepair reduces packet loss rate from 32% to 21%, recovering 34% partial packets. Moreover, CodeRepair corrects more packet errors than link layer RS code. The result demonstrates the efficiency of PHY packet recovery. Fig. 10 evaluates how this loss rate reduction translates to the goodput gain. As shown in the figure, CodeRepair significantly improves the end-to-end goodput when compared with 802.11. Specifically, the goodput gains of CodeRepair over 802.11 are 1.60x, 1.66x, and 1.49x in SIGCOMM, Home, and Random packet traces, respectively. The average goodput gain is 1.58x. Moreover, CodeRepair outperforms link layer RS code by about 25% in all packet traces. We further evaluate the packet delay in Fig. 11, where the packet delay is measured as the duration from the start of packet transmission to packet reception. CodeRepair reduces packet delay when compared with 802.11. In particular, the average packet delay is reduced by 37% in the SIGCOMM trace.

To explain why a 34% packet loss reduction translates to a 1.58x goodput gain, we analyze the 802.11 MAC timing statistics in Fig. 12. As 802.11 employs binary exponential backoff in MAC, it is very sensitive to packet losses. Whenever a packet loss is detected, it doubles its channel contention window, increasing the channel access overhead. By recovering 34% partial packets, CodeRepair reduces backoff cost and
The extremely low complexity of SPC will lead to an efficient future, we plan to implement CodeRepair receiver in hardware. Dio/USRP platform, which has a high processing delay. In the dio/USRP platform, the goodput gain of CodeRepair is 7 to 8x. CodeRepair performs better on Skype traffic because the ratio of padded bits is higher in packets of smaller size.

C. Decoding Cost

CodeRepair relies on selective re-decoding to correct partial packets. When the packets cannot be recovered after re-decoding, CodeRepair pays extra decoding cost. We define the decoding cost as the ratio between the number of decoded bits to the number of successfully received bits. Fig. 14 evaluates the decoding costs of CodeRepair and 802.11 measured in SIGCOMM [18] trace. We observe that CodeRepair yields less decoding cost when compared with 802.11. Specifically, the average decoding costs of 802.11 and CodeRepair are 1.76 and 1.52, respectively. CodeRepair reduces decoding cost by 13.6%.

IX. CONCLUSION

We present CodeRepair, a practical system for recovering partially corrupted 802.11 packets. CodeRepair piggybacks parity in the padded bits of OFDM, obviating the need of transmitting extra information for error correction. CodeRepair leverages the padded parities to correct errors at the PHY layer, which is significantly more efficient than traditional link layer approaches. Moreover, CodeRepair minimizes the complexity of error recovery by augmenting the single parity code for correcting errors. The extra computation overhead incurred by CodeRepair is only 2% to 7% of the conventional channel decoders. Our results show that CodeRepair improves the system goodput by 59% on lossy 802.11 links.

To improve the interoperability of CodeRepair with production 802.11 devices, we have implemented CodeRepair sender, including the SPC encoding and parity padding, in userspace driver. This allows commodity 802.11 devices to communicate with CodeRepair receivers through a simple driver upgrade. Currently, CodeRepair receiver is prototyped on the GNURadio/USRP platform, which has a high processing delay. In the future, we plan to implement CodeRepair receiver in hardware. The extremely low complexity of SPC will lead to an efficient hardware implementation of CodeRepair.
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